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 SAND IN RUNNING WATER?DISCUSSION. 257

 facilities given me to do the experiments; to Mr. N. F. Mackenzie for his
 valuable suggestions, to Mr. E. Wells for his voluntary assistance in making the
 observations, and to Mr. Pocock, my assistant, for his help both in making
 observations and working out results.

 I should also like to say that I was most ably assisted by my wife in
 carrying out the experiments and making notes.

 Prof. Myrbs : We are met this afternoon to discuss a paper by Dr. Owens
 on some " Experiments on the Settlement of Sand in Eunning Water." The
 text of the paper has been circulated to members of the committee, and I will
 ask Dr. Owens to communicate to us briefly the points on which he would
 most value discussion.

 The following letter was read from Mr. Philip Lake, after the paper :?
 " In both Dr. Owens' series of experiments on the fall of sand-grains?in

 still and in running water?the rate of settlement is deduced from the fall of
 the first grains that reach the bottom. His experiments, therefore, prove con-
 clusively the interesting fact that in running water some of the grains fall
 more rapidly than any of those in still water. But they do not show that the
 average rate is different.

 " If a flattened particle is placed in a current in a slanting position with the
 lower edge up-stream, the current, acting upon its upper surface, will tend, for
 a short time at least, to make it fall more quickly than in still water; and the
 difference will be greater as the current is more rapid. This agrees with Dr.
 Owens' results.

 " If, on the other hand, the particle slants in the opposite direction, the
 current, acting on its lower surface, will tend to make it fall more slowly ; but
 such particles would not be observed in these experiments.

 " I do not offer this as more than a suggestion ; but it would be interesting
 if Dr. Owens, with the ingenuity that he has already shown, could devise an
 experiment to determine the average rate of all the grains. In default of this,
 observations of the last as well as of the first grain would be of some value."

 Dr. Strahan : It has occurred to me that the black and white sandsare com-

 posed of different materials. This may have been taken into account, and I
 will merely mention that the black sand is chiefly composed of small grains of
 iron-oxide, the white sand of small grains of quartz, and that the specific
 gravities of these materials are different. It would be a good test of Dr. Owens'
 methods to make experiments with black grains only, and again with white
 grains only, after noting the specific gravity, and to observe the difference in
 their behaviour.

 Dr. Owens : That is what I did. The black was compared with the black
 and the white with the white.

 Dr. Strahan : Did you take the specific gravity ? That should be done. Then
 the explanation of the slower fall of particles in still water than in moving
 water, which is founded upon Dr. Owens' experiments in illustration of the
 fall of cylindrical and other bodies, was exceedingly interesting and ingenious ;
 the tendency of rods or discs to get, while sinking, into a position of greatest
 resistance is most marked. If this explanation is correct, the accelerating
 influence which is due to the movement in the water putting the grain out of
 the position of greatest resistance should not be observable when the grain is
 spherical. Now, it is easy to separate the sand-gtains into spheres, rods, or
 discs, and observations on the behaviour of each would be likely to form a test
 of the truth of Dr. Owens' explanation.
 No. III.?March, 1912.] t
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 Mr. Lamplugh : These experiments are of interest to all geologists. There
 is one question I might ask. The sand-grains were dropped in the current of
 an open stream. Did I understaud aright that the other grains, allowed to fall
 in still water, were dropped into an enclosed vessel, and not into a still part
 of the same stream ? If so, there might be some little difference in the
 conditions.

 Captain Lyons : I have had no experience in experiments of this nature, but
 there are two or three points on which I should be glad if Dr. Owens would
 give us some further information. These experiments are, of course, restricted
 to a small field, a few feet long and 18 inches or so deep, but the results
 are instructive. In his paper mean values are usually given, but in one
 case we have the individual observations; it would be valuable if he would
 state in every case the degree of agreement in some form, either as the greatest
 departure from the mean, or so as to give an idea of the degree of agreement
 between the five experiments. It would also be convenient to form an additional
 column to show the percentage increase in the velocity of fall to which he
 refers. The sand exhibited contained both black and other coloured grains, so
 I would inquire whether the black grains were specially sorted out, or whether
 the sand was used in the mixed state. Regarding the curves which he has
 exhibited, I should like to know whether those curves were free-hand curves
 drawn arbitrarily among the plotted points, or whether points on the curves
 were calculated from the points obtained by observation. I should have been
 inclined to shift somewhat the position of the curve in at least one case. In the
 determination of velocity, I presume the rod was always placed in the stream
 at some point above the measured distance, so it had taken the velocity of the
 water. I hope Dr. Owens will give us references to such similar work as has
 been done elsewhere, with which he is sure to be perfectly familiar.

 Mr. A. B. Kitson : The transport of material in swift streams flowing
 through very sandy country is an interesting question. The investigations that
 Dr. Owens has made are admirable, but should be extended before some of
 the actions of currents can, I think, be satisfactorily explained. To regard as
 negligible the accelerated motion in the upper portion of the stream seems
 hardly advisable. The strips of water embraced in the experiments, and the
 highest velocity?under 0*8 mile per hour?of the streams tested were small.
 It would be interesting to have experiments made at different depths in streams
 with currents up to 3 or 4 miles an hour. There might be great difficulty
 in seeing the finer grains falling, or in getting the board out of the water
 without disarranging the sand on it; but such experiments seem necessary
 before the greater velocity of the upper section can be disregarded. While
 wading in streams with suspended sand, I have noticed that, when ascending
 the stream, sand fell into the back parts of the boots, and when descending it
 fell on the toes. This was evidently due to diminished velocity of the water of
 eddies formed on the down-stream side of the legs. The sand used in the
 experiment appears to have shell fragments and limonite, as well as quartz.
 These are of different specific gravities and shapes, and so the results may be
 affected. It is remarkable that the larger flat grains fell into the same grooves
 as smaller rounded ones. Might this be due to slight deflections of the
 current turning the narrow edges of the flat grains opposite to it, and thus
 hastening their deposition ? Have any experiments been made with regard to
 the action of eddies and deflections of current ? In the streams tested there

 were practically ideal flows. But this does not ordinarily occur in swift
 streams, and the general scientific value and economic application of empirical
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 results would be enhanced if these points were determined. One frequently
 sees a part of a stream with a placid surface suddenly bulge without apparent
 cause. This is not due to a snag or suspended organic matter, but appears
 to be due to the formation and demolition of ridges or patches of sand in the
 bed. It is so due in swift shallow streams with sandy bottoms ; deeper streams
 may be similarly, though less, affected. Thus it appears that the influence
 of eddies and deflections should be ascertained.

 Mr. N. F. Mackbnzie : I should like to say something about Dr. Owens5
 most ingenious explanation of the reason for the increased rate of settlement
 in running water. I agree with the reason he gives, but I do not think that
 he goes far enough. I am inclined to think that particles of silt, in passing
 from the top of the stream to the bottom, are really acted on by a downward
 current, and that is the reason why they pass so quickly. It is not only gravity,
 it is also the current acting upon them. To my mind, the point about the
 experiments which is rather significant is that the measurements were made in
 the middle of the stream. Now, if we take the action of water flowing in an
 open channel, we know that on the surface there are currents from the edge
 inwards. At or about the centre of the stream these currents are deflected
 downwards?fchat is to say, at the centre of the stream we have a more or
 less vertical current acting downwards. At the bottom of the stream the
 currents are from the centre of the stream outwards to the edges, and at
 the edges of the stream we have vertical currents from the bottom upwards.
 In other words, there is a sort of a double vortex in a running channel. The
 experiments could be very easily checked by taking observations at the sides of
 the stream, because there we should have the rate of settlement retarded

 by the vertical upward current. If my theory be true, we should expect to find
 that the rate of settlement increases as the mean velocity increases. There is
 one curious point I should like to draw attention to in Table L, that is the
 figures relating to grades 5 and 6. We have in grade 5, rate of settlement in
 still water 0*265, and the rate of settlement in running water 0*268, the mean
 velocity of the current being 0*37. Now, in grade 5, when the mean velocity
 of the current diminishes to 0*327, we find that the rate of settlement in
 running water is only 0*266. The mean velocity has decreased, and the
 rate of settlement has also decreased. If we take grade 6, we find the
 opposite?the rate of settlement in still water is 0-217; in a current of velocity
 0*37 we have the rate of settlement 0*224. When the mean velocity diminishes
 to 0*327, we ought to find the rate of settlement less; but it is greater, viz.
 0*234. These grade 6 results conflict with the theory I have advanced.

 This investigation is of very great value to any one having to deal with the
 design of open channels, such as irrigation channels. In that case we are not
 so much interested in the actual rate of settlement as in the minimum mean
 velocity, which will just be sufficient to prevent settlement. I do not know
 whether Dr. Owens from his figures could arrive at that, but it is the im?
 portant point, and from the point of view of an irrigation engineer, would
 be of very considerable value. One of the previous speakers asked for refer?
 ences to other experiments. I might mention those of Mr. B. Gr. Kermedy,
 which are given in vol. 119 of the Proceedings of the Institution of Civil
 Engineers.

 Mr. W. Coldstrbam, Indian Civil Service (retired): Elaborate experiments?
 these interrogations of Nature?such as Dr. Owens has described, are necessary
 to arrive at great results. I am here to-day, not because I have studied the
 question of deposit in its initial stages, or its principles, such as Dr. Owens has

 T 2
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 laid before us, but because I was attracted by the title of the paper. I have
 been long in India, and can speak as a witness of the results of deposit of
 silt in very large areas.

 The district of Hoshiarpur lies at the foothills of the Himalayas. The
 Siwalik range runs right through the northern part of the district between
 the rivers Bias and Sutlej. In them we have a range of low hills of very
 sandy material. In the rainy season they are subject to violent downpours
 of rain, which have the effect of washing away the sand and detritus of these
 hills into the torrent-beds which scar their sides. The sand is carried in large
 volumes down into the plains below. The district of Hoshiarpur is one of the
 most fertile in the Punjab, but it has been very seriously affected indeed, both
 as regards the profits of the agriculturist (whose crops are extremely valuable
 ?sugar-cane and others), and also as regards the Government revenue, which
 is assessed on the land. During the thirty years which elapsed between
 the first and second settlement of land revenue in that district it was found

 that something, like 50,000 rupees (= say ^63330) per annum had been lost to
 Government by torrential action spreading this sand over culturable land.
 This was a very serious matter, and remedial measures had to be considered.
 I had the advantage at that time of the friendship, co-operation, and advice
 of Mr. Baden Henry Baden Powell, the eldest son of that very able and, I
 may say, imperially useful family, he being then Inspector of Forests. He
 went over some of the ground with me. He had studied the question of
 denudation and afforestation (Reboisement) in some of the Maritime Depart?
 ments of France, and was familiar with the question of torrential action, and the
 remedies there applied, and I had seen his writings on the subject. It was
 evident it was a case where afforestation was necessary. Reports were
 submitted by both of us to the Government of the Punjab in 1877, I think.
 About twenty-five years afterwards the question had matured, and the injury
 to the culturable area had proved itself to be so serious and persistent that
 legislative action was eventually taken, and the Punjab Land Preservation
 (Chohs) Act was passed. These sandy torrents are called chohs. They are
 active, for the most part, only in the rainy season ; in the cold season only a
 trickle of water runs through them. I am very glad to have this opportunity
 of instancing here the result of a deposit of silt on a very extensive scale, and
 hope that the experiments now being made by Dr. Owens may have some
 practical result in enabling us further to cope with these very serious devasta-
 tions. In studying these questions, I found it desirable that we should have
 some nomenclature for the kind of action which was necessary in order to
 preserve the land on the hillside. The nearest word I could find to it in the
 vocabulary in use was " protective forestry." Now, that is rather a long phrase,
 and does not cover the whole ground, and I considered whether we could not
 fmd a word which would serve the purpose which would express exactly what
 was meant?the conservation of land. I may say it is not only from the action
 of water in that district that we lose arable land, but also from the action
 of wind. This sand which is scattered over the plains by the chohs is driven
 by the strong winds of the hot season over the fields, and this also results in
 agricultural loss, which has to be prevented, if possible. It has seemed to me
 that there is wanted a word to express the conservation of land?the pro?
 tection of land from these inflaences?-and I have suggested the word geoteresis
 (ye<aT?pr)(ns) (I suppose it would come to be called geoteresis, following the
 English rule of throwing back the accent as far as possible). In considering
 the question, I thought of geophylaxy and geophylactic, but that seemed
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 an awkward word. I thought also of geoplastic; but on the whole I con?
 sidered geoteresis best. Ilay these suggestions before the Society, and am glad
 to have this opportunity of doing so. Perhaps what I have said may show
 what vast results follow from such beginnings and elementary action as have
 engaged our attention in listening to Dr. Owens.

 Mr. A. F. Lindemann : It struck me about these small ridges on the board that
 they produce upward currents and eddies, and consequent disturbing effects. It
 would be useful to employ a tank with glass sides and a cinematograph. If
 matter was dropped in the fluid of various regular shapes, starting with ball-
 shape and ending with sand of various sizes, and if cinematographic pictures
 were taken during their fall, the whole subject might be cleared up by slowly
 reproducing them. I am prepared to interest myself in the matter if Dr. Owens
 wishes it.

 Mr. William S. Lockhart: Dr. Owens said that the temperature of the
 water had an appreciable effect on the results, but he did not say in which
 direction. The experiments with falling particles in still water have interested
 me very much ; it, however, seemed to me that the tube used?I think it was
 five-eighths inch diameter?was very small. To get correct results the water
 space ought to be infinite, because it is clear that the displacement caused by
 the falling of the particles will set up eddies and currents between themselves
 and the confining walls of any tube, which must interfere with the effect of
 natural fall. All things are relative, and if only a very small amount of sand
 is used, the effect may not be appreciable, but a point will very soon be reached
 when actual surging will take place, entirely vitiating the results. The great
 difnculty in all experiments of this class is that, having apparently satisfactorily
 established the physical conditions for the test, the introduction of the material
 to be tested sets up an altogether new set of conditions, entirely altering its
 character. This is a state of things for which the investigator must be con-
 stantly on the watch.

 Dr. H. Lapworth : I had an opportunity this afternoon of going through
 this paper, and was struck by the main principle brought out by these experi?
 ments. The first thought that occurred to me, having had some experience in
 measuring current velocities, was that it was due to some error possibly in
 measuring the horizontal velocity, and that there might also be a slight down
 current carrying the particles towards the bottom. One could test these sug?
 gestions by comparing the ratios of columns three and four; if there were any
 error in the measurement of horizontal velocity it would show as a constant
 ratio in each case. But I found that there is gradual decrease in comparing the
 two vertical velocities, starting with about 11 per cent. for the large particles
 and coming down to about 1 or 2 per cent. for the small particles. So that it
 appears evident that there is some law that has something to do with the
 actual size of the particles, causing them in running water to settle quicker
 vertically than in still water. The explanation of the phenomenon, however,
 was difficult to find.

 Mr. T. Crook : I would like to suggest, as the best explanation of the results
 obtained by Dr. Owens, that the more rapid subsidence observed by him to
 take place in moving as compared with still water may be caused by, and not
 in spite of, the minor eddying movements that must inevitably exist in a
 natural stream. Eddying flow is the normal condition of stream movement.
 I use the term "eddying flow" in a general sense for the irregular motion
 characteristic of normal stream-movement. The essential factors involved
 in the subsidence of a sand-grain in such a stream are the size, shape, and
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 specific gravity of the grain, and the intensity of the eddying movement. Dr.
 Owens' results indicate that, for grains of a certain size and specific gravity,
 and for eddying flow of a certain intensity, subsidence is accelerated by stream
 movement. The degree of this acceleration diminishes with the size and
 specific gravity of the grain, owing to the fact that with diminishing size, the
 diminution of the mass of the grain is proportionately greater than the diminu-
 tion of its surface resistance. Ultimately a limit is reached, beyond which the
 surface resistance is so great in comparison with the mass that the influence of
 gravity is overcome by that of the eddying movement, and the grain cannot
 subside. The small grains referred to by Dr. Owens as not put into the water
 by him, fall into this latter category. They were gratuitously provided by the
 stream with which he was experimenting, and in which they had been brought
 along in suspension owing to the ineffectiveness of gravity upon them as com?
 pared with their surface resistance, a circumstance which placed them at the
 mercy of the eddying movement of the water. I was struck by the fact that
 Dr. Owens' " black sand " apparently consisted of limonite grains, and that they
 were smooth and very well rounded, as, indeed, he admits to be the case. In
 spite of the approximate sphericity of these grains, their rate of subsidence in
 the stream was considerably greater than that in still water; and the excess in
 this case appears from the results to have been even greater than that in the
 case of the quartz grains having an approximately similar diameter. This
 important fact is strongly opposed to Dr. Owens' explanation that absence of
 sphericity is the cause of the more rapid subsidence in the moving water. On
 the other hand, it would be well explained by the inference, to which his results
 seem to lead, that in the eddying stream which he used, the downward com-
 ponents of the eddy-movements were more effective in accelerating subsidence
 than were the upward components in retarding it, for grains of that particular
 size and specific gravity. At all events, whatever may be the real explanation
 of Dr. Owens' interesting results, the explanation which he has given, though
 very simple and plausible, is quite at variance with his facts.

 Mr. Wallace : Has Dr. Owens tried reversing the board ?? It did not seem
 to me quite the same shape, or has he tried a board with different corrugation ?
 For this reason, an error of one corrugation in the observed place of the first
 particle might be an error of over 1 per cent.; taking the illustration given here
 of grade 4 where the corrugation is number 69, that >might account for the
 difference in columns 3 and 4 in this particular grade, where the difference is
 only about 2 per cent. If there was any retardation or any acceleration due
 to the corrugations, so that it affected the result to one-quarter of an inch, it
 would make that difference. The figures in columns 3 and 4 are given to an
 accuracy of three significant figures. It does not seem to me?I may be wrong
 ?that the last figure in those results is reliable owing to the experimental error
 in the observations. If that be so, the results for grade 5 are practically
 identical in both cases where the currents differ.

 Mr. F. J. Gray : I have listened with very great interest to the description of
 the experiments which Dr. Owens and his accomplished wife carried out, and I
 just want to ask one or two questions. In comparing the fall in moving water
 and still water, was the same water used? That is to say, in the still water
 experiment was the water used from the stream ? I think also it would be
 interesting to add to these tables the specific gravity of the water used. The
 rate of settlement is really the average velocity, I take it.

 Dr. Owens : As several speakers have referred to my method of getting the
 velocity in still water in a glass tube, I will deal with that first. I described in
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 my last paper the method by which I found the smallest diameter of tube I
 might use. I took two tubes, 2| and f inches in diameter, and timed the rate
 of fall of the same particles in those two tubes side by side. The rate of fall
 should be the same. As soon as the rate of fall in the small tube began to be
 reduced, as compared with that in the larger tube, then the diameter of the
 small tube was beginning to affect the result. I found that until the diameter
 of the tube was less than about four times the diameter of the sand-grain there
 was no effect. In the case I am now dealing with the sand was one-eighth of
 an inch diameter, and the tube diameter three-quarters of an inch ; you will see
 it was therefore greater than four times the sand diameter. The objection can
 only be raised to the largest or approximately eighth-inch grain, whereas nearly
 all the experiments now described dealt with grains from one-eighth of an inch
 down. In reply to Dr. Strahan, I intended to make it clear that fche black and
 the silicious sand were never compared together. The black was compared in
 running and still water with itself, not with silicious. I could not get the
 specific gravity very easily because the sand was mixed up, and I had no specific
 gravity solutions. In the method of observation adopted I was able to neglect
 the white grains, and simply took note of the position of the black grains on
 the board, neglecting the silicious particles. In obtaining the rate of fall in
 still water, I dropped in a mixture of sand containing black and white grains,
 but took no notice of the white, and therefore got the results for the black
 sands. I found the black sand always went ahead of the white?it was
 heavier; it settled more rapidly. There was not very much silicious sand
 mixed with it, but there was enough to make it impossible to get the specific
 gravity without separation. If my explanation as to rolling over and over is
 correct, it would fail in the case of spheres. Somebody said that the fact that
 the black sand, which was very rounded, showed the same results as the
 silicious was against my explanation. When I said rounded I meant that
 the grains were not angular?there were a few almost perfect spheres. The
 grain might be very rounded but still be flattened, and such a grain had
 the opportunity of settling down with its greater diameter horizontal. If it
 rolled over and over it might get up a higher speed than if settling with its
 greater diameter horizontal. Mr. Lamplugh also referred to the glass vessel
 experiment. I think I am safe in saying that the vessel did not affect the rate
 of settlement of the sand in this case. In reply to Captain Lyons, I would
 have stated the degree of agreement between the times of the different runs,
 but the paper was getting too long. As a matter of fact, several of the experi?
 ments which have been suggested I have already done. I carried out a series
 on the effect of temperature to determine the quantitative effect on sands of
 different diameter. Further, I carried out experiments somewhat similar to those
 which Mr. Mackenzie suggested, on the rate of travel of sand along the bottom
 in the form of ripples.

 In reply to Mr. Kitson's remarks, of course the experiments which I have
 done are quite rudimentary, and, so far from giving grounds for final conclusions,
 indicate rather the necessity for more work along similar lines. It is an ex?
 tremely difficult thing to experiment with, and many of the difnculties I have
 not dealt with prominently. I was not in a position to devise the best possible
 method and use it, but had to devise a method which the circumstances per-
 mitted me to use. There were certain conditions which I could control: the
 method used had to fit in with those conditions. I should very much like to
 extend the work, and carry out the experiments at higher velocities and greater
 depths ; but you will note that in the paper results for four different velocities
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 are given. The time of taking the velocity was criticized. There is no error in
 that, because most of the experiments only took about one minute to do. When
 once the board was in position and the velocity was taken, the dropping of the
 sand did not take more than a minute. The velocity did not vary much. I
 took it in most cases before and after the experiment. Again, although the
 sand was mixed with shells and bits of flat stones, there was no difficulty in
 neglecting them in the experiments. It was perfectly easy to distinguish a
 piece of small shell from the silicious sand. As to the action of eddies suggested
 by Mr. Kitson, I did not quite follow his explanation why an eddy which is
 operating both ways must have less effect in the upward direction than in the
 downward. It seems to me that unless there is some spreading of the eddy so
 as to reduce its velocity, the effect will be about the same, and that such
 reduction of velocity usually acts in favour of keeping matter suspended. The
 effect of eddies on the sand travelling over the bed I have not been able to deal
 with in this paper, but, as referred to in answering Mr. Mackenzie, I have taken
 observations on the rate of travel of the sand ripples, and the eddy of course is
 the governing factor in that case. Mr. Mackenzie has advanced a reason why
 particles might settle faster in a current than in still water, and since it depends
 on the supposition that my experiments were done in mid-stream, I am sorry
 to have to say that one of the experiments was done at the side of the stream,
 i.e. No. IV. Further, with reference to the spherical particle which I referred
 to, that was only a single observation, and very much cannot be based upon it;
 it was also an observation of a single grain only. As to the mean velocity which
 would prevent settlement. You will notice, I think, in the last experiment I did
 something in that line. The current through which the sand dropped in was
 settling apparently carried in suspension very fine sand ; and further down the
 same stream a current of a little higher velocity carried in suspension sand a little
 coarser. Mr. Lindeman's suggestion of a glass channel would, I have no doubt,
 have been a very much better method of carrying out the experiments. Unfortu-
 nately, I was unable to do anything of that kind. In planning what I proposed
 to do, I considered the possibility of using tanks with glass sides, in which you
 could watch what was going on, but I had to make the best of what was within my
 reach. As to the temperature effect, the higher the temperature the higher the
 rate of settlement; and it has a very marked effect, so much so that a very
 small sand-grain will settle perhaps twice as rapidly at 80? as at 50? Fahr.
 As to the travelling up and down the tube of little particles, I have often
 observed it myself; in fact, it was one of the greatest difficulties I had to deal
 with in doing the temperature experiments. When the particles were very
 fine, and I tried to get a tube full of water at a given temperature, I found it
 was impossible to prevent serious errors from convection currents ; the outer
 part of the tube always developed a downward current, with an upward current
 in the middle. Very often I could see a particle go down the middle very
 slowly, then suddenly get to the side and go down very rapidly.

 Mr. Lapworth suggested a possible error in the method of measuring the
 velocity bf current. I do not think there is any error in the velocity rod
 method. I worked it out very carefully, but did not find any indication that it
 would give a velocity other than the true mean, and the various runs fitted in
 together; there was very little discrepancy between one run and another. I
 think there may be some law which I have not found at the moment; but the
 main thing, I think, about the whole experiments is, that there is something
 curious, something strange about the results, the explanation of which is not
 obvious, The question then is, is it true ? Have we to look for an error
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 in the experiments, or an explanation of a true natural fact ? Mr. Crook has
 also referred to eddy currents. I do not see why an eddy current should hurry
 the rate of fall of a body, unless you can be sure that the body is longest in
 the downward part of the eddy. There is no reason why it should be so.
 As to the objection based on the smaller grains being less affected, I think that
 fits in equally well with my own explanation. The smaller ones would, I think,
 be less affected in that case ; that is, if the increased rapidity of settlement
 is caused by the spin due to impact of the different layers of the current on the
 lower half and the upper half of the particle. It is true thaj when due to the
 width of the corrugations, the error in the larger grains is a higher percentage
 than in the smaller. This does not explain anything, unless you can show
 that the error is always in the same direction. There is a possible error of a
 quarter of an inch, that is, the travel may be taken too long by a quarter of
 an inch. As to the last significant figure, I do not think it is a very important
 figure, and of course there is some experimental error, the amount of which I
 am not able to say. Mr. Gray asked, was the water the same in the current
 and still water tests ? It was not; but I do not think this would have any effect,
 because in my last paper I made an experiment on settlement of grains in sea-
 water and in fresh water, thinking I should get a great difference, but I did not
 get any; so surely the difference between the fresh water of a river and the
 fresh water of the main which I used is negligible. I have no hydrometer
 which will measure the specific gravity sufnciently accurately to detect any
 difference in the specific gravity of the water I used in the tubes and the water
 of the current.

 In view of Prof. Myres' and Captain Lyons' remarks, I have drawn on each
 figure, in dotted lines, a curve which follows as closely as possible the individual
 observations pn travel in a current. These lines have a curious wave-like
 shape, which was neglected in drawing the original full line " current " curves.

 Prof. Myres : I congratulate Dr. Owens on the admirable paper he has given
 us, and the way it has provoked debate. We have had a longer and more
 helpful discussion than usual. In one of Dr. Owens' diagrams the irregular
 disposition of his observed points suggests at first sight some modification of
 a pulsatory kind in the velocity; for although the curve which he deduces from
 his observations is a simple curve, he had nearly all his observations on one
 <:ide of his line in one part of it, and on the other side in two other parts. I
 hope that it will be possible to take advantage of the suggestion of Mr. Linde-
 man to make use of the new facilities for mechanical observation afforded by
 the cinematograph. That would be a distinct improvement in accuracy
 of record, and in the variety of observations which could be taken. I think we
 should also include in the thanks we express to Dr. Owens some expression
 of the help which has been given by his friends in Norfolk. It is not every-
 body whose friends have a private river, and it is not everybody who has a
 private river who allows his friends to measure the sediment at the bottom.

 REVIEWS.

 EUROPE.

 ' The Place-names of Lancashire.' By H. C. Wyld. (London: Constable.
 1911. Pp. xxiv., 400. 265.) The author of this volume acknowledges the
 collaboration of Dr. Oakes Hirst. The book opens with a review in five short
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